R obots have been introduced to welding processes by their high accuracy, repeatability and reliability, which improve the productivity of welding industry greatly [Wu1]. Nowadays the welding industry is developing into multiple varieties and middle or small batch production modes, which require welding robots to be able to operate within the welding environment with more adaptability and intelligence. Welding robots guided by sensors can adjust the track, pose of torches and parameters automatically in welding process. Seam tracking is one of the principal problems in welding automation with high quality [Wilson2, Kuo3].
R obots have been introduced to welding processes by their high accuracy, repeatability and reliability, which improve the productivity of welding industry greatly [Wu1] . Nowadays the welding industry is developing into multiple varieties and middle or small batch production modes, which require welding robots to be able to operate within the welding environment with more adaptability and intelligence. Welding robots guided by sensors can adjust the track, pose of torches and parameters automatically in welding process. Seam tracking is one of the principal problems in welding automation with high quality [Wilson2, Kuo3] .
Vision control plays a more and more important role in robotic welding. With the development of machine vision in the past few decades, the technology of visual measurement and location can be used in many tasks such as robotic assembly, tracking and navigating. In the robotic welding field, visual measurement can provide relative position information for the visual control of welding robots.
Structured light vision provides abundant information about work pieces without contact, and this method is widely used as one of the most promising sensing modes because of its accuracy, reliability, high signal-to-noise ratio and good performance in realtime [Cederberg4, Li5, Haug6]. Vision information in structured light images is represented by the laser stripes which include scale, shape and position of weld joints on weldment [Sicard7] . The tasks of image processing and features extraction are weld joint recognition and positioning. In the process of welding, structured light images suffer badly from strong arc light, splash and fake imaging with optical intensive glistening in the weld joints area caused by overdriven reflection on polished surface of weldment. These can give rise to difficulty, error and even failure in processing of the welding seam images and features extraction.
In order to effectively eliminate the effects of disturbances in structured light images, some intelligent algorithms, such as fuzzy logic, template matching and neural networks etc, have been developed for the robust recognition and extraction of the weld joint. However, the disturbances and complexity of images in welding processes are still challenging issues to be addressed for the image processing algorithms. In this paper, some algorithms are presented on basis of the character analysis of laser stripes and disturbances in images under different welding conditions.
Structured light image processing
As a kind of image under industry structured environment, structured light images of welding seam have specific characters. These characters bring convenience and challenge to image processing algorithms. For example, in contrast to the images in common vision systems, structured light images usually contrast clearly between laser stripes and background. The image segmentation by threshold can be achieved easily, which may be complex in common vision system because of uncontrolled imaging. On the other hand, the structured light images sometimes include fake imaging induced by disturbance of splash and overdriven optical reflection in welding processes. In this case, the intensity of disturbance pixels is as strong as laser stripes, and it is difficult to segment the stripes perfectly. In this section, the method of the range of interest (ROI) determination, image segmentation, image filtering and de-noising will be discussed.
ROI determination
In order to reduce the computational cost for image processing, only the area near to seams of images needs to be processed. Therefore, the ROI should be established. There are some methods for quickly establishing the ROI. Here the searching method, intensity accumulation method and predication and estimation for ROI are introduced as follows.
Stripe searching
Stripe searching is a kind of direct method to define the ROI in image space by intensity of pixels along rows and columns.
Firstly, the intensity of the image background is computed. The intensity of all pixels on the lines is added, and the average value of the sum is taken as the intensity of the background. Since figures of laser stripes have higher brightness than the background, the target figures could be detected by intensity threshold. Along the rows and columns, all pixels with intensity greater than threshold are recorded. The target area on the image is defined according to the maximum and the minimum coordinates of pixels recorded along the horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
In order to speed up the searching process, a quickly searching with large skip by intensity distribution is presented to detect the ROI. Along the horizontal and vertical direction of the image, lines are drawn with constant space. Then only the pixels on the intersection of the lines are relevant. This method could decrease computing cost, for example, as the searching time is cut to 20% with 10 pixels space.
This method is independent of the shape model of object stripes, so it is adaptive and universal to structured light images with different shaped laser stripes. However, by this method some areas in images suffering from arc light and splash would be probably be included in ROI, which could increase computational complexity and probably induce mistakes in further profile extractions. Moreover, the algorithm has a low efficiency without the shape information of laser stripes.
Intensity accumulation
In a welding robot system, the structured light vision sensor is usually mounted ahead of the torch to measure the welding seam. The orientation of stripes in captured frames can be decided beforehand, e.g. horizontal distribution. As such, it is rational to assume that the shape of stripes by the weld joints parameters of weldment are preknown. According to this prior knowledge, the ROI of stripes can be determined by the intensity accumulation along a specific direction. For example, for images with horizontal stripes, the intensity along each row direction is accumulated, and there is an apparent intensity peak feature on the row pixels accumulation curve. Then ROI can be defined by the window whose center is located at the intensity peak, and its border is defined by the shape information of the stripes.
This method has good robustness to the disturbance in images although it needs a presumed shape character of stripes. Moreover, its adaptability to the variable pose of the welding robot is low.
Predication and estimation
For sequence welding image processing, the neighborhood frames have a strong relativity because the welding robot tracks a continuous seam. The process of ROI determination can be accelerated with the processing results of foregoing images. Predication and estimation algorithms should be a good solution for the quick determination of ROI. This issue is solved by a visual tracking system for quick moving objects. The object stripe hardly varies in welding images because of the approximately constant pose of the welding robot. As a result, it is easy to predict ROI by α-β filter directly.
Image segmentation with threshold
Structured light images of weldment are usually strongly contrasted, where the images are naturally segmented to detected stripes roughly by threshold.
In order to segment foreground stripes in complex illuminated environment, self-adaptive threshold is necessary according to intensity in local images. Then the images are divided into sub-area by different illumination, and the threshold is calculated in sub-area respectively. For sub-area threshold calculating, some classical and improved algorithms could work well [Li8, Otsu9]. The self-adaptive threshold method can partly overcome mistaken segmentation in complex illuminated images.
For better segmentation results, a further solution to this issue is the multi-threshold method [Liu10] . A typical multi-threshold method segments images into three parts, i.e. background, foreground and intermediate transition pixels. The background and foreground pixels can then be segmented by conservative thresholds reliably. For the intermediate transition pixels, since it is difficult to judge the strips pixels by their intensities, the location of candidate pixels need to be considered. The candidate pixels are rejected when they locate far away from stripes pixels which have been segmented beforehand with conservative thresholds. This method takes account of two attributes of pixels, i.e. intensity and spatial location, and it is easy to include stripe shape constraint. Therefore, the stripes in images are segmented with good performance by this method.
Filtering and de-noising method
Image filtering and de-noising is one of the important issues in image processing research. In welding vision systems, the images are badly polluted by splash and arc light, and the laser stripes are distorted by overdriven reflection on surface. Unfortunately, these noises cannot be wiped off by segmentation, because the intensity of disturbances in image could be as strong as laser stripes. In this case, filtering and de-noising algorithms are especially necessary. There are methods in common use in spatial domains and frequency domains developed for welding images processing.
Frequency domain transforming method
Filtering method in frequency domain needs a statistical model of noises and signals. If the statistical models are predefined, there are some filters in frequency domain such as the Wiener filter and least squares filter to de-noise images globally. In many applications, the disturbances in images are induced by splash, usually apparent as high-frequency in frequency domain. Transform method of frequency domain is then adopted, (e.g. Fourier transform) and the noise is wiped by a low pass filter in frequency domain. Finally the images are reconstructed using an inverse Fourier transform.
In practice, the statistic models of the stripes and the disturbances in welding images are unknown or could not be described with simple random processes. Therefore, it is difficult to design low pass filter to wipe off disturbances perfectly. This is because there is no apparent difference in attributes between stripe figures and the other disturbances (splash e.g.) in frequency domain. Furthermore, the images are blurred at the edges of stripes when they are processed with a low pass filter.
Another issue in transformation and reconstruction of images in frequency domain is the required high computational load, which prevents it from real-time applications. In order to solve the problem, Uzun et al developed fast FFT implementation based on FPGA, which achieve 2D Fourier transform of with size of 1024*1024 by 16 frames per second, and the images with size of 512*512 by 35 frames per second [Uzun11]. However, the additional cost is inevitable to implement transform in the solution.
Wavelet transform has attracted more and more attention in recent years, and it can be used in edge detection better than traditional edge detecting operators when they are applied to welding seam images. In this context, filtering based on Wavelet transform is a kind of high pass filter to enhance the edges of stripes. Wavelet transform is a promising filtering method for structured light images of a welding seam [Zhou12, Liu13, Li14].
Filtering in spatial domain
Commonly, filtering in the spatial domain is based on morphological operators [Wang15]. The images are processed by spatial filtering for enhancement, smoothing and de-noising.
In the spatial domain, the local smooth convolution filters are used for de-noising when the statistic model of noises is unknown. The advantage is the paralleled processing with low computational complexity whilst the disadvantage is that the performance of denoising is affected by the scales of morphological operators.
Filtering in the spatial domain can make use of the priori knowledge of geometric characteristics of laser stripes, and utilises morphological operations to eliminate noises whilst effectively keeping the original information in the image. For example, where the laser stripes lie horizontally and the flying trajectory of splash is approximately vertical, a special morphological operator is designed with the scale of the stripes width. The stripes are then enhanced and the splash is restrained by convolution of the morphological operators, and the signal to noise ratio is increased. Another typical application is an open and close operation by erosion and dilating morphological operators, which is used to wipe off the noise of hole and pepper.
Boundary extraction based on mathematical morphology is superior to traditional algorithms based on differential operations which are sensitive to noises. Meanwhile, the boundaries extracted with morphology operators are relatively smooth and continuous. In addition, the algorithm based on mathematical morphology is easy to implement in a parallel way, or to realise through a hardware implementation.
Cai16 proposes a morphological erosion operator based on partial differential equation for edge detection. Images are directly convoluted with this erosion operator to enhance the edges, instead of traditional smoothing original image before edge detecting. Morphological operators have no effect on shift of edge location so as to locate the edge accurately with robustness against noise.
Stripe profiles extraction
The stripe profiles contain the features of welding seams in structured light images, where the profiles extraction is vital for further processing. Although welding images have been processed by the algorithms such as filtering, enhancement and segmentation, the frames still include some disturbances, e.g. strip-shaped splash and intensive glisten in weld joints area caused by overdriven reflection on the polished surfaces of weldment. Any mistake in profiles would probably cause a failure of the features extraction. In this section, several algorithms of profiles extraction will be discussed and compared.
Edge detection of strips
Structured light images have high contrast between the stripes and dark background, and there are apparent edges on the stripes figure. Then gradient operators are valid to detect the stripe edges of the both sides. The profiles, i.e. the central lines of the stripes, could be extracted by the average of opposite points on two edges of stripes [Xu17] .
The edge detection method has high efficiency with low computational complexity because of the concision of gradient operators. However, this method has the strict limitation that the stripes must be well shaped so that the edges can accord with the profiles. Another problem is that the gradient operators of edge detection are sensitive to fake imaging, which can result in polluted welding images. In this case, the results of extraction are not accurate and reliable.
Skeleton extraction
The skeleton extraction is a kind of morphology method. After the segmentation and binarisation processing of images, the stripes figures are separated from the background. On this basis, morphological figures operators are used to thin the stripes figures iteratively and finally abstract the skeletons of the figures [Zou18]. Since the profiles of stripes accord with the skeletons of the figures finely, the profiles of stripes could be extracted by the method. The results of the extraction are stabilised by the characters of skeletons. The computational complexity of morphological skeleton extraction is a problem for real-time application, and the robustness and reliability of the method are challenged because the results of skeleton extraction are affected heavily by the noise on stripes edges.
Watershed algorithm
The Watershed algorithm is in common use for image segmentation, and it is valid to detect the boundary of an object figure. In structured light images, the laser figures are stripe-shaped, and the process of profiles extraction is just like to detect the ridges of mountains defined by intensity distribution. Therefore, the watershed algorithm could also be used to extract the pixels on central lines of stripes. The advantage of the method is its high robustness to the noise on the edges of figures; the disadvantage is that the ridges of stripes sometimes could not accord to the profiles, and the algorithm is implemented with too much computational complexity.
Intensity distribution based profiles extraction
The principle of intensity distribution-based profile extraction is to transform the pixel matrix of images into an intensity vector. When the stripes are horizontal in images, the intensity vector of column pixels is investigated, while the row pixels are investigated for vertical stripes. In the profiles extraction method of intensity distribution, one point on the profile for each column is detected. Thus an array of points indexed with columns is extracted through intensity distribution from the welding image.
In intensity distribution-based methods, some algorithms such as maximum search, center of gravity, intensity distribution fitting, center of gravity and multi-peak method are effective for the task [Huang19]. They are discussed as follows.
Maximum search
Maximum search method takes the point with maximum intensity as the point on the profile. In this method, the profile (i.e., the central line of stripe) is extracted by searching the pixel with maximum intensity in each row or column [Kim20]. When the pixels whose intensity value exceeds the threshold cannot be found, there will be no record in the array for this column. In this situation, the data in the array will be not be continuous, and the profile will be processed by interpolation.
This method is very fast, but other strong disturbances are not considered. In practice, sometimes the pixels of disturbances have similar intensity with pixels on stripes, or there is the plateau of intensity distribution by the overdriven imaging. As a result the pixels with maximum intensity cannot represent the central lines of the stripes.
Intensity distribution fitting
The method of intensity distribution fitting presumes that the intensity of the pixels along each column (in horizontal stripes case) approximately satisfies normal distribution or other distribution, e.g. parabola, and the central of distribution accords with the position of central point on stripes. Then each central point of stripes on columns is extracted according to the expectation of the intensity distribution by curve fitting. Commonly, the intensity of pixels on stripes satisfies the distribution by laser projection and optical reflection model. In practice, the intensity distribution would be suffered by overdriven imaging and the reflection status of the surface of weldment.
Center of gravity
The center of gravity method has a similar principle to intensity distribution fitting. However, the centroid of intensity (instead of the expectation of the intensity distribution) is extracted. Using this method, the central points are extracted by computing the centroid of distribution on the basis of proper filter with selected width adapted for stripes.
The advantage of the center of gravity method is its robustness and resistance to disturbances; while the accuracy of extraction is lower, especially in the case of heavily optical reflection where the center of gravity derivates the real center of stripes.
Multi-peak detection with neighborhood criteria
Column based profiles extraction calculates the intensity distribution of pixels with columns to get the profile points on the stripes (in horizontal stripes case). In order to obtain high quality profiles of seams, multi-peak detection with neighborhood criteria has been used.
There are intensity peaks on the curve of intensity distribution of each column in welding seam image. Among the intensity peaks, there are some disturbing peaks caused by splash and a real main peak of the stripe in these images. Sometimes due to overdriven intensity distribution, there are plateaus of pixels with saturated intensity. Furthermore there are more peaks with high intensity.
Firstly, a low pass filter is designed to smooth the intensity curve of each column. Usually, the pixels of profiles are in the area of main peak, and the peaks caused by disturbances are lower or thinner. After smoothing the intensity curve, the plateau is smoothed with one maximum in main peak, and the lower or thinner peaks are smoothed into hypo-peaks.
Then according to the analysis of the image gray frequency, the self-adaptive thresholds of the images are calculated. Using the thresholds criteria, only the pixels which intensity exceeds the thresholds are regarded as valid. Thus the intensity curve is fragmented to several peaks. By calculating the area of peaks, one can obtain the main peak.
In this way, there is only one maximum point remaining on the main peak in the intensity distribution curve. In order to extract points of profile more reliably, the criteria of neighbor is presented. Since the position of stripes of grooves should be a continuous curve, the points that are apparently inconsistent to neighbor points should be rejected.
Recognition method of weld joint type
According to different shape and jointing mode of weldment in welding production, there are V-shape, T-shape, unilateral, butt and step weld joints, etc. For different modes of structured light images, the algorithms of features selection and extraction are different. In welding seam tracking systems with structured light vision, some algorithms were developed respectively for specific weld joint mode. However, nowadays welders usually have to select weld joint mode manually before processing in many welding vision systems, then the specific algorithms of image processing and features extraction are employed.
In recognition methods of weld joint type, model matching, artificial neural networks, and linguistic rule are discussed respectively as follows.
Model matching
Model matching method presumes several standard stripes shape in structured light images as typical patterns. Searching image space with the standard templates respectively when the best matching degree between standard template and the stripe figure is obtained, the corresponding standard template is taken as the same mode of weld joint in structured light image.
There are some model matching methods in frequency and space domains. A universal algorithm is the shape recognising based on Fourier descriptor [Kunttul21]. The vectors of stripes are described by Fourier transform, and the effect of translation, rotation and scale of target figures is eliminated by the coefficient's normalisation. In space domain matching methods, measurement by Hausdorff distance has good performance for welding images. Literature [Li22] adopted Hausdorff distance to identify six types of weld joints. In order to accelerate the algorithm, the figures are standardised by Hough transform and Hotelling transform, and the dimension of searching space is reduced according to features of images. Because Hausdorff distance is a kind of maximum-minimum distance, there is no mapping relationship in matching points [Huttenlocher23] . So in some degree, it is insensitive to deformation and occlusion of target figures, and it is especially applicable when stripe profiles are extracted with disturbances.
The main problems of model matching for weld joints are the computing complexity and adaptability. It takes much time to search target object in image space and compute matching distance between standard templates and current figure (typically hundreds of milliseconds). In addition, it prevents this method from real time application. When the laser stripe profiles are deformed irregularly by disturbances, the standard templates could not be best matched with deformed figures, and the recognizing results lack robustness.
Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks are widely used as good pattern recognising tools. For structured light images, one key issue is the vector extraction of stripe profiles for the input of networks. In literature [Yue24], the area of the weld joint on stripes is equally divided into seven parts, and in each area the depth vectors of the weld joint are extracted respectively. The shape information on the transversal direction of the weld joints is divided into four typical space patterns, and the patterns were memorised in the LTM (Long Time Memory) of the ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) neural network. After normalisation and training, the vectors were input to an ART neural network to identify the types of weld joints. This method has good adaptability and robustness, but extraction of the input vectors is a problem. Normally it is difficult to extract vectors of weld joint depth without information of weld joint models; the extraction algorithms are specific for different weld joints.
Linguistic rules
The recognition method of weld joints based on linguistic rules is applicable since the laser stripes are composed of lines regularly. According to the relationship of lines, the linguistic rules are proposed to classify the weld joints.
Firstly, the variables of stripes are extracted and fuzzified. The variables include the position, length and slope of the lines extracted from laser stripes by fitting. These variables are fuzzified with membership functions designed by experiments. Then the class of weld joints could be judges by linguistic rules. For example, the left step weld joint could be judged by following rule:
IF main line 1 is very long; AND main line 2 is very long; AND the height difference of main line 1 and line 2 is positively big; AND the horizontal position difference of main line 1 and line 2 is positively very big; THEN the weld joint is left-step-shaped.
The recognition method of linguistic rules is robust because some disturbances could hardly affect the process of classification, and it is not sensitive to local deformation and variety in scale. However, in this method, the weld joints are still expected to be in regular shape.
Features extraction
The principal problem of features extraction for structured light images is the selection of features. Adequate selection of features could help reliability and accuracy of features extraction, and could partly get over the mistakes and disturbances of profiles extraction in a previous stage. Structured light images of weldment comprise laser stripes with clear shape features. Normally the corner points on stripe profiles correspond to the edges and ridges of welding seams, and they are selected as features. However, in practice there are many different types of weld joints, and it is apparently not optimal to select the same features for different weld joints. According to shape character of stripe profiles, there are extraction algorithms such as corner detection, model matching, lines fitting, centroid extraction and broken point detection, etc. In this section, the algorithms of features extraction for different weld joints images will be discussed in detail.
Profiles corner detection
The stripes are often deformed at the edges and ridges of welding seams, for example, the ridges in V-shape weld joints and the border lines in fillet weld joints. The corner points on profiles are the most apparent features of the stripe profiles, so they are often selected [Xu17, Wu25, and Janabi-Sharifi26]. Since the curvature of profiles could represent the turning character, the corner points could be located by computing the curvature and searching the maximum and minimum. In digital images, the profiles are presented in discrete form. Therefore, the second differences of profiles are computed to detect corner points.
The features extraction method of profile corner detection can work well for regular weld joints with a good shape. However, its robustness and reliability are not satisfied when the extracted profiles have mistakes caused by disturbances, or the deformation during multi-pass welding. Essentially the corner detection method is based on local character of profiles, and it only presents the features in narrow area. Therefore, this method is practical only for the weld joints with great shape characters, for example, fillet, step and V-shape weld joints with large scale, etc.
Model matching
According to presumed stripe shape, templates of weld joints are used to match the profiles extracted, and when the matching degree between the template and the profiles reaches maximum, the location of template is that of the features on the profiles.
In [Huang27] the weld joint was detected and located with wavelet transform and template matching algorithms. Firstly the weld joint template was acquired by 2-D wavelet transform, then the template was shifted thorough the seam images, and the correlation coefficients between the template and the figures were calculated respectively. When the max correlation coefficient was obtained, the position of the weld joint is extracted from seam images. The 2-D wavelet transform and model matching are implemented with DSP (Digital Signal Processor) because of its advantages in digital signal processing.
This method need to presume the shape of stripes, and the adaptability of matching would be deteriorated when the stripes was deformed by disturbances. Normally the computing cost for matching is too much to apply in real time industrial welding processes.
Lines fitting and detection
In this method, the profiles of stripes are expected to be composed of subsection lines. The points on profiles are partitioned to several data sets by position. In each data set, the line is fitted by the least square method, or extracted by other lines detection algorithms, e.g. Hough transform [Zhou12] . Since the profiles have been abstracted to lines, the features of profiles could be extracted by the positional relationship of the lines, e.g. the points of intersection. Features extraction by this method has good robustness because of the high reliability of the lines detection. This method presumes that the profiles are composed of lines. In fact, the stripes in weld joint area often include irregular shapes, especially in multi-pass welding, which would incur mistakes for the profiles segmentation and lines fitting.
Centroid extraction
In welding production, there are many weldments with typical groove weld joints, which were preprocessed by beveling machine. The character of these weld joints is that the beveled weldments were butted to form a groove shaped figure in structured light images. These grooves could be V shape, U shape, T shape, or other special shape by different beveling process. The figures of groove in images are usually the features of weld joints, and the centroid extraction method is employed. Centroid extraction is one of general methods to detect special objects in many vision systems. For example, in visual tracking system, an object with special color is segmented in sequence images, and the centroid of the object is extracted by the segmented pixels [Du28] .
In structured light images of welding seam, since the main vector is the closest line to the profiles, the main vector and the profiles can form polygon figures. Thus the features area could be regarded as target object. In the first step, the bottom of groove area is located approximately. Then from the bottom of groove, the points on the profile are searched forward and backward respectively, until the two borders of the figure are gotten when the distances between the points on the profile and the main vector are less than the threshold. The border points define the polygon figure, and the center of the figure is extracted as features point. Furthermore, the area measurement of polygon figure could be helpful for the torch moving control for control of weld filling speed [Luo29, Li30] .
Because the centroid of object is a kind of global character, it is stable to different disturbances. The extraction results remain high accuracy while there are local mistakes on profiles. This method of features extraction has good robustness for different groove seams, especially for deformed weld joints in multi-pass welding.
Break points detection [Li30]
The weld joints directly butted have no bevel preprocessed. The character of these images is that there is no apparent shape deformation on laser stripes except a narrow gap.
For the butted weld joints, because there is no shape features on stripe profiles, the method above cannot detect the feature of break point. In order to locate the break on stripes, firstly the direction of stripes is detected by Hough transform. Along the stripes the intensity of each pixel in neighborhood area on stripes is summed for the intensity distribution curve of the stripes. On the intensity distribution curve, variances are computed for each point in a sliding window, and the intensity variance curve is obtained. Because the variance represents the variety of intensity of pixels in the area, the break on stripes could located by searching the candidate maximum on variance curve. Accurately features could be extracted at the break location by searching the point which has minimum intensity.
Conclusions
In this paper, the methods of welding image processing, profiles extraction, weld joint recognition and features extraction are discussed. Among the algorithms for structured light image information processing, those based on the prior knowledge of stripes could achieve better performance than other algorithms. For example, the intensity accumulation and predication methods are more reliable than others in stripes searching for ROI determination of images; the filter based on special morphological operators has better performance than universal filter in frequency domain for splash elimination of images in welding process; the intensity distribution based profiles extraction methods are more robust than others commonly used algorithms such as edge detection and skeleton extraction, etc. Especially the method of multi-peak detection with neighborhood criteria is applicable for stripe profile extraction.
Another conclusion is that methods proposed should adapt to the different types or condition of welding images. Among the algorithms for features extraction, the profiles corner detection is proper for fillet, step and other large scale weld joints in the case of root pass welding; the algorithms of centroid extraction is robust for groove weld joints in multi-pass welding; lines fitting and detection works well for regular shaped weld joints; the algorithm of break points detection is especially applicable for butt weld joints without beveling preprocess. Therefore, the algorithms design for structured light image information processing should be aimed at different types or condition of welding and take full use of characters of laser stripes in images.
